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Motivation

“Higgs Boson” “Top Quark”

Yukawa Coupling

Close to unity 

Direct measurement of  Top 
Yukawa coupling via ttH

production

Any deviation might be the hint 
for new physics. 

Special role for the top 
quark in electroweak 
symmetry breaking

signal strength (μ)  and combined 
significance, cross section above SM
value but consistent within large uncertainty
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𝑡  𝑡𝐻 in 13 TeV

Higgs Boson (125GeV) Production at LHC

Cross Section(pb) at 13TeV

ggF 43.92

VBF 3.748

WH 1.380

ZH 0.8696

ttH 0.5085

A factor of 
4 in 13 TeV

Backgrounds increase at a comparable rate in the signal regions

ATLAS Run 2 ttH results in ICHEP with total luminosity of 13.2 fb-1
ATLAS-COM-CONF-2016-066
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𝑡  𝑡𝐻 Signal Channel 

Multi-Lepton Final States

 2 same-sign light leptons, τ veto (2lss)
( at least 5 jets and at least 1 bjet )

 2 same-sign light leptons + 1 opposite-sign τ (2lss+1τ)
(at least 4 jets and at least 1 bjet )

 3 light leptons with total charge ±1 (3l)
(≥ 4jets, ≥ 1bjet, or 3jets, ≥ 2bjets )

 4 light leptons with total charge 0 (4l) 
(≥ 2jets, ≥ 1bjet )
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Background for 𝑡  𝑡𝐻

Background Composition

Irreducible backgrounds:  same final state as the signal (ttW, ttZ, VV)
Reducible   backgrounds:  non-prompt or a fake lepton selected as prompt lepton

Background Estimation

 ttW, ttZ -> Simulation 
 Diboson (VV)  -> Simulation

 Non-prompt light leptons -> data control 
region ( fake factor in 2lSS, 3l; ABCD in 
2lSS1tau )

 Electron charge misidentification -> data 
of Z+jets events ( likelihood )

 Hadronic tau misreconstruction -> 
simulation and normalised to data 
control region. 
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Validation Plots

• Control region
– ttW (left plot):      selection close to the 2l0τhad signal region, but with low jet 

multiplicity.

– ttZ (middle plot): selection close to the 3l signal region, but within Z mass 
window. 

– WZ+1b-tag (right plot): 3l lepton selection At least one lepton pair |mll - 91.2 
GeV| < 10 GeV, and jet requirements

Good modelling in the validation region
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Signal Region 

• Lepton flavor composition in 2lSS0tau, 2llSS1tau, 3l signal region after fitting
(detailed definitions in backup)

Generally, good description by the Monte Carlo  
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Event Yields  

• Cut and count analysis in 6 categories: 2l0τ(ee,eμ,μμ), 2l1τhad, 3l and 4l

Expected and observed yields in the six signal regions

Pre-fit background and signal predictions 
and observed data yields for each signal region 

Agreement between Data and MC is fine overall 
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Fit Result and Systematic

The best-fit value of µ (combining all channels) is 𝟐. 𝟓 ± 𝟎. 𝟕 𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕 −𝟎.𝟗
+𝟏.𝟏 𝒔𝒚𝒔𝒕

Systematic are dominant, main source are come from fake and QmissID

Observed significance: 2.2 sigma (1.3 expected from SM)
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Expected and Observed Limits

95% CL upper limit on ttH signal strength: 4.9 (2.3 expected from bkg-only) 
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Conclusions

A search for ttH production process has been performed ttH (multilepton) using 
13.2 fb-1 of pp collision data at √s = 13 TeV, recorded by the ATLAS experiment

 The best fit value of the ttH signal strength is 2.5 ± 0.7

 Observed significance: 2.2 sigma (1.3 expected from SM)

 95% CL upper limit on ttH signal strength: 4.9 (2.3 expected from bkg-only)

Better precision with new tunes on full 2015 + 2016 dataset
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Backup
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Object definition (loose) and overlap removal
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Object definition (tight in 2lSS, 2lSS+1τ and 3ℓ) and OLR
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Channel Definition
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Contribution of each Higgs decay in the most sensitive signal regions
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Fakes in 3l
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Fakes in 2lSS1tau and 4l

2lSS1tau

4l


